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and capabilities. The new technique of dictatorship,
involving the complete control of every form of self-
expression, makes it easy,to.turn the will and energy
of a people into any channel. It has not yet been proved
whether it can turn into brave soldiers men who have
little stomach for fighting. This is an unsolved question-
which will be considered later in this book. Dictators
can undoubtedly make men work hard and endure dis-
comforts. So far their rule partakes of a religious move-
ment—tantum religio potuit suadere malorum. II Duce,
after ten years* rule, knew that he could get from his
people the sweat if not the blood needed for building
as Empire. Events at home drove him to take risks on
the second point, and he soon discovered how effective
a bargaining weapon was the threat of war in the Europe
of the 'thirties.
From an orator as flamboyant as Signor Mussolini it
would be easy to pick out statements to show that his
imperial ambitions had developed long before 1930, but
motives rather than states of mind are relevant. The
lawyer's adage is sufficiently applicable. 'The devil alone
knows the heart of man/ It wiD be enough to indicate
some of the factors which undoubtedly encouraged
Signor Mussolini to begin an Aggressive foreign policy.
Economically Italy was in a poor way. j The lira had
been fixed, in 1927, at an artificial height ;^even before
tfee world slump her foreign trade was declining ;^£fce
ipoiicy of large public works was beginning to lose its
efficacy ffthe closing of America to emigrants kept the
rising population pressing ever more heavily on the soil,
and blocked the usual outlet for the more turbulent and
adventurous amongst the working classes.^Across the
Mediterranean the Italian army had taken the best
part of three years to reduce the rebellion in Cirenaica,

